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THE CHAIR
Dear Supporters,  

Welcome back to Prince’s Park once again,

it’s fantastic to be able to welcome you all

back so soon after our Continental Cup game

against London Bees last weekend. I’d like to

welcome all from Lewes today, including

players, staff and travelling supporters.

We’re looking forward to getting back into

league action today. Last weekend was a

disappointing result, but we were happy with

the level put in by the team and we were also

pleased to rotate the squad slightly. I felt the

game was quite balanced and we were

unlucky with a couple of goals conceded from

set pieces.

It’s our second tough result in the Continental

Cup and our next game after today is another

group game against a WSL side in Bristol City.

That will be another interesting barometer of

where we are at against one of the top sides

in the country and that’s an important aspect

of that competition for us. We hope we are

one of many sides that are bridging the gap in

quality between the top WSL sides and

Championship outfits.

We obviously don’t want to lose games but

it’s important to keep our focus on the league

and make sure we take all the positive

lessons we can out of defeats such as that

and convert them into better performances

and in turn, results, in our FA Women’s

Championship campaign. 

With that in mind, today’s game is an

important chance for us to keep up at the

right end of the table and make sure we

capitalise on the strong position we’ve found

ourselves at, six games into the season.

We’re expecting Lewes to give us a real

battle today and hopefully an exciting game

for you all to see. There’s been plenty of

goals here at Prince’s Park this season and I

wouldn’t be surprised if it’s more of the

same today. We will want to see our brand

of football in full flow here, but it has to be

effective on the pitch and we want to end

90 minutes of play with three points in the

bag. Lewes are finding their feet in their

league campaign, alike many teams here

including ourselves and so we are fully

aware they will be looking to firm up the

direction of their season today. 

GREET INGS  FROM  

LONDON CITY LIONESSES VS LONDON BEES - OCT 20 







"We’re good at keeping the ball but we need to be a
bit more ruthless in the penalty area and we’re
encouraging the girls to been even more positive in
this part of the pitch. "

John Bayer 





PLAYER INTERVIEW:

FLO FYFE & ELLIE MASON

We talked to Flo Fyfe and Ellie Mason ahead of the Lewes FC Women match. 

Watch now if you missed the interview that aired earlier this week.

CLICK TO WATCH

https://www.londoncitylionesses.com/post/interview-flo-fyfe-ellie-mason
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